
A NEW
PARTNERSHIP

A STRONGER
COMMITMENT

TO YOU



STRONG TIES. 
PROUD PARTNERSHIP.

As we begin our celebration of 50 years in business, Apache is 

proud to announce that we’ve acquired Trico Belting & Supply, 

a leader in the conveyor belt industry. Trico Belting & Supply 

Co. and Apache’s Industrial Products Division will combine to 

form Apache | Trico Industrial Products offering a much 

broader product line, a richer knowledge base, and supportive 

services that help create lean production solutions. 

This acquisition brings together complementary skill sets that will enhance the way 

Apache | Trico goes to market. The expertise of the two companies—Apache’s heavy-duty 

belting—and Trico’s light-duty belting are a natural fit. 

The benefits of this new partnership to our combined customers are enhanced fabrication 

capabilities, an expanded footprint for easier product access, and a more rapid response 

time. Because our ultimate goal is to provide you with a fully integrated industrial solution 

encompassing light-duty and heavy-duty belting, hoses, and cut and molded products. 

TOGETHER, WE CAN MOVE INDUSTRY FORWARD.



LIGHT-DUTY BELTING

The new Apache | Trico is now one of the largest 

light-duty conveyor belting suppliers in North 

America. We offer some of the top brands in the 

industry, as well as our own brands. So you’ll find 

a selection of products offering a variety of 

solutions for food processing, package handling, 

warehousing, assembly line production, and 

specialized belts to name a few.

HEAVY-DUTY BELTING

Apache | Trico has a vast selection of 

heavy-duty conveyor belting products with a 

broad range of tension ratings and cover 

compounds to handle a wide variety of 

applications. Our belts are designed to handle 

applications requiring resistance to high 

temperature, oil, hot asphalt, chemicals, grease, 

animal fat, impact, tearing, high speeds, static 

build-up, and severe weather conditions. 

CUSTOM BELTS

We can design and fabricate custom belting to 

solve your specific needs. Our highly trained 

and expert technicians will build the solution 

from any compound — rubber, PVC, urethane — 

and in any configuration. Our Durowall™ 

sidewall belting is a great example of a custom 

solution. It’s used in product handling 

applications in a number of industries. 

INDUSTRIAL BELTING

Transmission

Package handling

Food handling

Specialty belts

Grain handling belt

Incline profiled belt

High heat/oil service belt

PVC/RMV belt

Thermoplastic/monofilament belt

Mechanical fasteners

Conveyor accessories

Custom fabricated belt

Flat power transmission belt

BEYOND BELTING

In addition to our belting products, 

Apache | Trico offers best-in-class 

industrial hoses designed to withstand 

the most demanding applications, 

including agricultural tubing, ducting, 

food processing, hydraulic, petrochemical 

and many more. Our experts will also 

design and fabricate cut and molded 

products for any application to meet 

your exact specifications.

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS. 
Apache | Trico now has even more of the products and 
solutions you need to keep your business moving.



IT’S TIME TO THINK FORWARD. 
IT’S TIME TO THINK APACHE. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT APACHE | TRICO PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:

Cedar Rapids: 800.553.5455  /  Chicago: 800.248.1618  /  Cincinnati: 800.229.2358

www.apache-inc.com  /  www.tricobelt.com

No matter what industry you’re in, growth comes from forward motion. 

You’ve got to seek new solutions that translate into leaner production and 

more efficient processes. At Apache, we understand the challenges you 

face, and as your partner we’ll work to help overcome them by providing 

value along with our products.

Everything we do — offering a wide range of products, providing 24/7 

product support, even the formation of our new Apache | Trico division — is 

designed to offer our customers better, more efficient solutions. Whatever 

your material handling needs, we have the products and technical 

expertise to meet your challenges.


